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Abstract
Earlier, the authors showed that categories with regular factorizations (in the sense of Kelly)
and with regular epimorphisms closed under composition, are algebras for a KZ-doctrine R on the
2-category catker, of all categories and functors which preserve kernel inclusions. Here we show that
the usual 2-category lex, of categories with ﬁnite limits and left exact functors, is catLker the 2-category
of algebras for a coKZ-doctrineL on catker. Combined with our earlier results this shows that the
2-category reg, of regular categories and regular functors, is the 2-category of algebras for a distribu-
tive lawLR→ RL over the 2-category catker.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18A32; 18A40
1. Introduction
1.1. Regular categories, regular functors and natural transformations constitute a 2-category
that we call reg. In [3] Carboni described the regular completion of a ﬁnitely complete
category. His elegant construction, which we will call R˜, is a KZ-doctrine and it exhibits
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reg as a 2-category of algebras over lex, the 2-category of ﬁnitely complete categories and
left exact functors. (We remind the reader that a KZ-doctrine is a particular kind of higher
dimensional monad for which structure arrows are adjoint to units. We will review some
points which are important for our purposes in Section 2.) On the other hand, lex is itself
the 2-category of algebras for a coKZ-doctrine on cat, the 2-category of all categories and
all functors. This raises the question of whether there exists a KZ-doctrineR on cat which
lifts (restricts) along cat ← lex to give R˜. From the general theory of distributive laws as
set out by Beck [2], an afﬁrmative answer would reveal reg as the 2-category of algebras for
a distributive law over cat. It would show that the regularity pseudo-monad on cat factors
asRE, where E is the ﬁnite limit pseudo-monad andR provides certain colimits.
1.2. To clarify the nature of the question we have posed in 1.1, let us note that many
important classes (better, 2-categories) of categories are described as categories having
certain types of colimits, certain types of limits, and exactness conditions relating these.
Often the colimits at issue are such that a category C has them precisely if C carries an
R-algebra structure for a KZ-doctrineR on cat. Similarly, C having the limits in question
may be a matter of C carrying anL-algebra structure for a coKZ-doctrineL on cat. But
what is to be made of exactness conditions?
1.3. Now whenever a mere category c has deﬁned on it two monads,R andL, it is natural
to ask if there is a distributive law in the sense of Beck [2],  : LR→ RL, which then
enables the construction of a compositemonadRL(=RL) on c. For then, when an object
C of c carries bothR-structure andL-structure we can ask if C has in factRL-structure.
We need to recall only three basic results from [2] to phrase these ideas for our context.
Firstly, distributive lawsLR→ RL are in bijective correspondence with multiplications
on RL that are compatible with the other data at hand, and these in turn are in bijective
correspondence with liftings of R through the forgetful cL → c to a monad R˜ on cL.
Secondly, cRL is equivalent to (cL)R˜. Thirdly, for a distributive lawLR→ RL, to give
anRL-structure on an object C of c is to:
(i) giveR-structure r : RC→ C;
(ii) giveL-structure l :LC→ C;
(iii) require that theR-structure r : RC→ C be anL-homomorphism.
(The statement above somewhat masks the role of . It appears in the way in which RC
becomes anL-algebra. A direct statement of (iii) above, underscoring the role of , is that
the following diagram is required to commute:
LRC
Lr−−−−−−−−−→ LC
C

RLC
Rl


l
RC −−−−−−−−−→
r
C
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In fact the diagram above is the ‘law’ of distributivity of l :LC→ C over r : RC→ C in
C. It is better to think of  :LR→ RL itself as providing a natural term rewriting rule.)
The paradigmatic example of a distributive law in the sense of Beck is surely that given by
the monoid monad on the category of sets over the abelian group monad. In that case, for
a set C, C :LRC→ RLC is the function that associates to a word of formal sums the
formal sum of all possible choices of words made by taking a term from each factor. With
obvious nomenclature, this distributive law gives rise to the following distributive square.
setR  abn ←−−−−−− rng  setRL

set ←−−−−−− mon  setL
1.4. When c is cat andR andL are the rather special ‘monads’which provide, respectively,
certain colimits and certain limits, then the situation of 1.3 actually simpliﬁes considerably.
A categoryC either has certain colimits [limits] or it does not. For ‘monads’R andL of the
kind under consideration on cat, a category C has an essentially unique R-structure [L-
structure] if it has one at all. A functor C→ D between categories that haveL-structure
either preserves the requisite limits or it does not. It follows that the forgetful catL→ cat is
actually inclusion of a locally full sub-2-category so that necessarily a lifting ofR : cat →
cat through catL → cat is actually a restriction R˜ : catL → catL and either occurs or
does not. This precisely sets out whether it is sensible to require thatL-limits distribute
over R-colimits. When it does and a category C has both R-colimits andL-limits it may
be the case that the ﬁrst diagram in 1.3 commutes (to within speciﬁed isomorphism) and in
this caseL-limits distribute overR-colimits in C. To answer the rhetorical question at the
end of 1.2, satisfaction of distributivity is what we make of exactness conditions. It is our
thesis that exactness conditions frequently amount to saying that provision of R-colimits
preservesL-limits.
1.5. We provide some examples of distributive squares that encode exactness conditions.
First, from the study of ordered sets we have:
join ←−−−−−− dist

ord ←−−−−−− meet
sup ←−−−−−− frm

ord ←−−−−−− meet
sup ←−−−−−− ccd

ord ←−−−−−− inf
With evident nomenclature:
(i) A distributive lattice is an ordered setC that has ﬁnite joins and ﬁnite meets for which
provision of ﬁnite joins∨ : RC→ C preserves ﬁnite meets. Here RC is the set of
ﬁnitely-generated down-sets of C ordered by inclusion.
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(ii) A frame is an ordered setC that has arbitrary suprema (and hence arbitrary inﬁma) for
which provision of suprema
∨ : RC→ C preserves ﬁnite meets. HereRC is the set
of all down-sets of C ordered by inclusion.
(iii) A (constructively) completely distributive lattice C has arbitrary suprema (and hence
arbitrary inﬁma) for which provision of suprema∨ : RC→ C preserves all inﬁma.
Again,RC is all downsets and here the preservation condition is equivalent to saying
that
∨ : RC→ C has a left adjoint.
For categories which are not necessarily ordered sets we have:
sum ←−−−− dist

cat ←−−−− prod
sum ←−−−− lxt

cat ←−−−− lex
ttl ←−−−− groth

cat ←−−−− lex
? ←−−−− reg

cat ←−−−− lex
(i) In the ﬁrst squarewe have reuseddist to denote distributive categories, those categories
Cwhich have ﬁnite sums and ﬁnite products and for which
∑ : famC→ C preserves
ﬁnite products. Here famC is the free ﬁnite sum completion of C. The existence of
the requisite distributive law is essentially captured by the fact that famC has ﬁnite
products if C does.
(ii) In the second square we speak of lextensive categories which can be characterized as
categories with ﬁnite sums and ﬁnite limits for which
∑ : famC→ C is left exact.
A proof can be inferred from [13, Theorem 9].
(iii) The third square provides a “near example” that is related to the second of the or-
dered sets examples. Here ttl denotes the 2-category of total categories and functors
which have right adjoints. Recall from [17] that a locally small category C is total(ly
cocomplete) if the Yoneda functor C → setCop has a left adjoint. It is well known
that a Grothendieck topos is total and has the property that the deﬁning left adjoint
setC
op → C is left exact. On the other hand, Freyd has shown, (reported by Street [16])
that— given a certain set-theoretic assumption— any total category with setCop → C
left exact is a Grothendieck topos. Note, however, that ttl is not of the form catR for
a KZ-doctrineR, so this is but a “near example”.
(iv) The fourth square is a diagrammatic version of the question of 1.1. Is there a 2-category
which is the 2-category of algebras for a KZ-doctrineR on cat so thatR restricted to
lex is Carboni’s doctrine R˜?
We should also mention that distributivity of small limits over ﬁltered colimits has appeared
prominently in [1], since the time that we began this programme.
1.6. The problem of 1.1, and as repeated above in (iv), was studied in [4]. ForC a category,
a category RC was described which has for its objects the arrows of C and for its arrows
equivalence classes of what were called kernel arrows ofC. (The deﬁnition will be recalled
in Section 3.) It was immediately clear thatRC agrees with Carboni’s R˜C, forCwith ﬁnite
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limits. For a functor F : C → D which preserves kernel arrows it is possible to deﬁne a
functor RF : RC → RD. (Any left exact functor between ﬁnitely complete categories
preserves kernel arrows.) Categories, functors which preserve kernel arrows, and arbitrary
natural transformations between these form a 2-category that was called catkerarr and it was
shown thatR becomes a KZ-doctrine on catkerarr. The algebras for the KZ-doctrineR are
categorieswith regular factorizations in the sense ofKelly [7] andwith regular epimorphisms
closed under composition. Homomorphisms for R are functors which preserve regular
factorizations. We will write fac for the 2-category of such categories, such functors, and
all natural transformations between these.
1.7. An afﬁrmative answer to the question posed in 1.1 now seems unlikely (although we
see no reason why a solution ‘R’ would necessarily agree on objects with the categories
RC described in [4]). In this paper we ﬁnd it convenient to write catker for catkerarr. Since
catker differs from cat only in that its arrows are functors satisfying an apparently mild
measure of left exactness, the larger intent of the question in 1.1 concerning distributivity
would be satisﬁed if lex could be shown to be the algebras for a coKZ-doctrine on catker.
Distributivity is in any event sensitive to the base category. (Consider, for example, the
monads for complete-sup-semilattices and for ﬁnite-meet-semilattices on the category set
of small sets. Neither distributes over the other. But the ﬁnite-meet-semilattice monad on
the category of ordered sets distributes over the complete-sup-semilattice monad on ordered
sets and the category of algebras for the composite monad is the category of frames, as we
noted in the ﬁrst (ii) of 1.5.)
1.8. The coKZ-doctrineE on catwhose algebras are ﬁnitely complete categories andwhose
homomorphisms are left exact functors does not restrict to catker. For a categoryC, we can
explicitly describe EC as the full subcategory of (setC)op determined by the ﬁnite limits
(in (setC)op) of representables. The unit for the monad is theYoneda embedding C→ EC
and this need not be a functor in catker because it does not preserve even monomorphisms.
(We recall from [4] that functors in catker preserve monomorphisms.) For example, take C
to be the ordinal 2. The monomorphism 0→ 1 in 2 is sent by 2→ E2 to the arrow which
displays as
∅ −−−−−−→ 1

1 −−−−−−→ 1
in (E2)op ↪→ set2. This arrow is evidently not an epimorphism in (E2)op and hence not a
monomorphism in E2.
1.9. However, there is a coKZ-doctrine L on catker, with LC given in fact by the full
subcategory of catker(C, set)op determined by the ﬁnite limits of representables there, with
catLker  lex. The purpose of the paper is to establish this claim. It then immediately follows
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from our remarks above about distributive laws that
catRker  fac ←−− reg  catRLker 

catker ←−− lex  catLker
is a distributive square—thus explaining our title.
1.10. In Section 2wewill review brieﬂywhat we need to know about KZ-doctrines. Section
3 reviews the key kernel deﬁnitions of [4] and reshapes some of them into formulations that
aremore convenient for our present purposes. In Section 4we study aKZ-doctrineM on a 2-
category catcok, which there provides a free ﬁnite colimit completion. This is an admittedly
technical section that works with colimits in certain reﬂective subcategories of powers of
set. Our real interest is in the coKZ-doctrineL = (M(−)op)op that provides a free ﬁnite
limit completion construction on catker.As is often the case, the free colimit completionM
is notationally cleaner than the corresponding free limit completionL. Finally, in Section
5 we show that theM-algebras are precisely categories with ﬁnite colimits. This enables
us to claim that catLker is biequivalent to lex which as stated in 1.9 fulﬁlls our goal.
1.11. We are grateful to the referees for a number of suggestions which improved this
paper. In particular we provide here some notational guides. As is already evident in this
introduction we usually use boldface lower case for 2-categories of rather speciﬁc kinds
of categories. We use caligraphic for homomorphisms of bicategories that take values in
2-categories of categories. Thus, as in this introduction we tend to use C for a category,
C : 1 → cat and R for a doctrine R : cat → cat on cat etcetera. More speciﬁcally:
F is the free ﬁnite colimit completion on cat.
E= (F(−)op)op is the free ﬁnite limit completion on cat.
catcok is the locally full sub-2-category of cat determined by the functors that
preserve cokernel inclusions. (The deﬁnition will be recalled in Section 3.)
M is the free ﬁnite colimit completion on catcok.
L is the free ﬁnite limit completion on catker.
KC= catker(Cop, set).
We often use fullstops instead of parentheses to punctuate composites that are otherwise
difﬁcult to read. For example MG.MF is simply (MG)(MF) and should not cause
confusion since we have no need to use notation such as G · F or G ◦ F .
2. KZ-doctrines
2.1. The notion of a monad on a category gives rise to that of a monad on an object in a
bicategory, the theory of which was ﬁrst set down in [15] and, much more recently, pursued
further in the masterful [9]. Of course, one might consider a bicategory of bicategories so
that a monad on a bicategory makes perfectly good sense but it is inevitable that one then
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ﬁnds near examples of the notion in which diagrams that should commute do so only to
within isomorphism. Of course, such isomorphisms tend to satisfy coherence conditions
and when these are worked out one arrives at the notion of a pseudomonad on a bicategory,
or more generally of a pseudomonad on an object in a tricategory. The reader may consult
[11] for precise deﬁnitions of pseudomonads, their pseudoalgebras and other references but
we do not need this generality here.
2.2. Amonad t on an objectC in a bicategory cmay have the property that its multiplication
 : t t → t is an isomorphism. It follows immediately that onemust then have t=−1=t ,
where  is the unit. Moreover, in this case an arrow c : X → C supports at most one t-
structure  : tc → c, this being the case precisely if c : c → tc is invertible and then
=(c)−1. Suchmonads are said to be idempotent but it is plain that they could be described
as monads for which structures are inverse to units.
2.3. A pseudomonadD on a bicategory c may have the property that any algebra structure
DC → C, for C in c is necessarily left adjoint to the unit component C → DC. For
c = cat, such pseudomonads tend to be those for whichDC provides a free completion of
the categoryCwith respect to colimits of a certain type and then a categoryC supports such
an algebra structure precisely ifC has such colimits—which are then provided by a functor
DC→ C left adjoint to the unit component functorC→ DC. These pseudomonads seem
to have been discovered by Lawvere and studied ﬁrst by Kock, who over a number of years
wrote several versions of a paper called “Monads for which structures are adjoint to units”
culminating in [8]. Zoberlein wrote a thesis on pseudomonads related to these which was
published as [18] and in most written work since then monads for which structures are
adjoint to units have been called KZ-doctrines (in honour of Kock and Zoberlein).
In [8] the deﬁnition of KZ-doctrine is given in terms of data D : c → c, D : 1c → D,
M : DD → D and a higher dimensional cell  : DD → DD. On the other hand, the
approach of [11], which we will follow, is more closely a generalization of the deﬁnition in
2.2 of an idempotent monad.
2.4. Deﬁnition (Marmolejo). A KZ-doctrine on an object c in a Gray-categoryC (see [6])
consists of an object D, 1-cells D : 1c → D and M : DD → D in C(c, c) and a fully
faithful adjoint string (see [14])DD , M , DD such that
DD
DD
1D1c D
DD
DD
D
M
M
D


D
D
DD
M
DD
(DD)−11c=
D
D
DD D
(1)
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AD-(pseudo)algebra with domain x is an adjunction
	,
 : X DC : C→ DC
in C(x, c), with the counit 
 invertible.
2.5. It should be noted that the adjoint stringDD , M , DDbeing fully faithfulmeans
that the unit  of the adjunction DD M and the counit  of the adjunction M  DD are
invertible. In the cases of interest for this paper c = cat, catker, and catcok and x = 1
in some Gray-category C of 2-categories. The deﬁnitions then yield, for example, that
D : cat → cat is a homomorphism of bicategories, D : 1c → D and M : DD → D
are pseudo-natural transformations, whose arrow components are functors, and for each
category C we have adjunctions of functors DDC MC  DDC with DDC and DDC
fully faithful (for which fully faithfulness of eitherDD orDD sufﬁces). (It is classical, see
for example [14], that there is a canonical natural transformation DDC → DDC which
allows us to capture the  in Kock’s formulation.)An algebra (with domain 1) is now simply
a category C for which the functor DC : C→ DC is fully faithful and has a left adjoint.
2.6. It is frequently the case for KZ-doctrines on cat and catcok that everyDC : C→ DC
is a fully faithful functor and that for each functorF : C→ B, the pseudo-naturality square
DC
DF−−−−→ DB
DC

DF−−→

DB
C −−−−→
F
B
can be taken to have the isomorphismDF an identity so that the square actually commutes
andwehaveD a strictpseudo-natural transformation.This is the case for all theKZ-doctrines
in this paper. Moreover, for such KZ-doctrines whose DC : C → DC is built from the
Yoneda functor, the coherence condition (1) holds automatically. In our forthcoming paper,
[5], we make this clear after introducing morphisms of KZ-doctrines. It sufﬁces to say
that in this paper a KZ-doctrine is completely determined by a pair (D,D) of the kind
under consideration for which there exists an M such that DD M  DD. In this case a
(pseudo)algebra for (D,D) is simply a category C for which DC has a left adjoint. It is
convenient to point out that a coKZ-doctrine is similarly determined by a pair (D,D) for
which there exists an M such that DD M DD. A (pseudo)algebra for a coKZ-doctrine
(D,D) is a category C for which DC has a right adjoint.
3. Kernels
3.1. For an arrow f : X → A in an arbitrary category C, we deﬁne the kernel of f to be
the ordered set whose elements are parallel pairs x0, x1 : T ⇒X in C, with codomain X,
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satisfying f x0=f x1. For y0, y1 : U⇒X also in the kernel of f, we have (x0, x1)(y0, y1)
if and only if there exists an arrow u : T → U with x0=y0u and x1=y1u.We write ker(f )
for the kernel of f. In [4] a kernel arrow from f : X → A to g : Y → B was deﬁned to be
an arrow l : X → Y such that if (x0, x1) is in ker(f ) then l(x0, x1)= (lx0, lx1) is in ker(g).
In this event we write l : f → g. A functor F : C→ Dwas said to preserve kernel arrows
if, whenever l is a kernel arrow from f to g inC, Fl is a kernel arrow from Ff to Fg inD. The
2-category catkerarr was deﬁned to be the locally full sub-2-category of cat determined by
the functors which preserve kernel arrows. As noted above in 1.6, the categoryRC has for
its objects the arrows of C. An arrow from f to g in RC is an equivalence class of kernel
arrows l : f → g, with l0 equivalent to l1 precisely if (l0, l1) is in ker(g). For this reason,
the somewhat awkward deﬁnition of the functors in catkerarr was nevertheless convenient
when working with categories of the form RC. Here it is convenient to reformulate the
deﬁnition of such functors and write simply catker for catkerarr.
3.2. Deﬁnition. A functor F : C→ D is in catker if, for every span f : A← X → B : g
inC, if ker(f ) ⊆ ker(g) then ker(Ff ) ⊆ ker(Fg). Such a functor is said to preserve kernel
inclusions.
3.3. It is a triviality to show that catker so deﬁned is indeed catkerarr. For f : X → A inC
we deﬁne the cokernel of f, denoted cok(f ), to be the kernel of f in Cop. By Deﬁnition 3.2,
the functors in catker are the functors that preserve kernel inclusions. It will be convenient
to write catcok for the locally full sub-2-category of cat determined by the functors that
preserve cokernel inclusions. Clearly, a functor F : C→ D preserves kernel inclusions if
and only if Fop : Cop → Dop preserves cokernel inclusions. So (−)op : catcoker → catcok
provides an involutive isomorphism of 2-categories. Any right adjoint in cat is a functor in
catker and, similarly, any left adjoint in cat is a functor in catcok. Let ,  : F U be an
adjunction in cat. Because both catker and catcok are locally full in cat it follows that the
adjunction is in catker if F is so and in catcok if U is so.
3.4. It has been tacitly understood that cat is the 2-category of small categories, that reg
is the 2-category of small regular categories, and so on. Thus the objects of catker and of
catcok are all small categories. It is, however, convenient to refer to a functor F : C→ D
as a catker-functor if it preserves kernel inclusions, irrespective of the size of C and D.
Similarly, we will say that F is a catcok-functor if it preserves cokernel inclusions. We will
slightly abuse notation and write catker(C, set) for the full subcategory of setC determined
by the catker-functors. (By set we mean the category of all small sets and functions and of
course set is not small.) Then catker(Cop, set) can be seen as those contravariant functors
that take cokernel inclusions in C to kernel inclusions in set.
3.5. Proposition. For small C, the category catker(C, set) is the category of models for a
ﬁnite limit sketch.
Proof. Deﬁne a ﬁnite limit sketch (G,D,L) as follows. The vertices of the graph G are
the objects of C together with further vertices Kf , for each arrow f : X → A in C. The
edges ofG are the arrows ofC together with further edges f0, f1 : Kf ⇒X and, whenever
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ker(f : X → A) ⊆ ker(g : X → B), an edge f ⇒ g : Kf → Kg . The commutative
diagramsD are those of C, together with pairs of serial commutativities
Kf Kg
X
f0
g0
f⇒g
g1
f1
for each edge of the form f ⇒ g. Finally, the limit cones L are the diagrams
Kf
f0
⇒
f1
X
f→A
It follows that to give a model of (G,D,L) is precisely to give a functor C → set that
preserves kernel inclusions. 
The following result is then standard. See, for example, Proposition 6.1.2 of [10].
3.6. Corollary. For small C, the category catker(C, set) is a full reﬂective subcategory of
setC.
We will write LC = L : setC → catker(C, set) for the left adjoint to the inclusion and
 : 1setC → L for the unit. So colimits in catker(C, set) are given by application of L to
colimits constructed in setC. However:
3.7. Proposition. The category catker(C, set) is closed with respect to sums in setC.
Proof. Given a family (Fi)i∈I in catker(C, set), write F for its sum in setC and assume that
f : A← X → B : g inChas ker(f ) ⊆ ker(g).To show that ker(Ff ) ⊆ ker(Fg) it sufﬁces
to show that if y0 and y1 are elements of FXwith Ff (y0)=Ff (y1) then Fg(y0)=Fg(y1).
However, if Ff (y0)=Ff (y1) is in the i¯th term of∑FiA then y0 and y1 are in the i¯th term
of
∑
FiX and we may identify Ff (y0) with Fi¯f (y0), Ff (y1) with Fi¯f (y1) etcetera and
conclude that Fg(y0)=Fi¯g(y0)=Fi¯g(y1)=Fg(y1), since Fi¯ preserves kernel inclusions.

Note that the proof of Proposition 3.7 is valid for I = ∅ so that the initial object of
catker(C, set) is the initial object of setC—the empty functor. A more important closure
property of catker(C, set), for our purposes, is given by:
3.8. Proposition. The category catker(C, set) is closed with respect to subobjects in setC.
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Proof. Assume that G is a subobject of F and that F preserves kernel inclusions. Nothing
essential is lost if we write as though the GX → FX are literal subset inclusions. If
f : A ← X → B : g in C has ker(f ) ⊆ ker(g) and y0 and y1 are elements of GX with
Gf (y0)=Gf (y1) then also Ff (y0)= Ff (y1) from which we have Fg(y0)= Fg(y1) and
ﬁnally Gg(y0)=Gg(y1). 
3.9. Corollary. For smallC, for each F in setC, the natural transformation F : F → LF
has each component a surjection.
Proof. It is classical that forS a regular category withK a full reﬂective subcategory,K
is closed with respect to subobjects inS if and only if all components of the unit for the
reﬂection are regular epimorphisms. 
For locally small C, every representable functor C(C,−) : C→ set is a catker-functor
(preserves kernel inclusions) so theYoneda functorC→ (setC)op factors over the inclusion
of catker(C, set)op in (setC)op.
3.10. Proposition. For locally small C, the Yoneda functor C → catker(C, set)op is a
catker-functor.
Proof. Asssume f : A ← X → B : g in C with ker(f ) ⊆ ker(g). To say that a pair
y0, y1 : C(X,−)⇒F in catker(C, set)op is equalized by C(f,−) : C(A,−)→ C(X,−)
is to say that Ff (y¯0)= Ff (y¯1), where y¯0 and y¯1 are the elements corresponding to y0 and
y1 by the Yoneda lemma. Since F preserves kernels we have Fg(y¯0) = Fg(y¯1) and hence
y0.C(g,−)= y1.C(g,−). 
3.11. Elaborating on 1.9, our intention now is to deﬁneLC, for any small category C, to
be the full subcategory of catker(C, set)op determined by the ﬁnite limits of representables;
to show that L becomes a 2-functor on catker which, together with the Yoneda functor
construed as 1catker →L, provides a coKZ-doctrine whose 2-category of algebras is lex.
Of course, limit completions are usually studied via the corresponding colimit completions.
For example, the free ﬁnite limit completion on cat, we have called it E, is given by
E = (F(−)op)op, where F is the free ﬁnite colimit completion. (There is a little more
than mere convention here. A striking example of the utility of the approach is found in
[9] during the construction of the free 2-category with Eilenberg–Moore objects.) Rather
than study free ﬁnite limits with respect to the 2-category catker, we will study free ﬁnite
colimits, ‘M’, with respect to the 2-category catcok and then take L = (M(−)op)op as
promised in 1.10.
4. The KZ-doctrineM
4.1. For any category C, we will write KC for catker(Cop, set). If C is locally small,
the representable functors C(−, C) : Cop → set are catker-functors and theYoneda func-
tor C → setCop factors over the inclusion of KC in setCop . If C is locally small we
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will write KC : C → KC for this Yoneda functor and, by Proposition 3.10, Cop →
catker(Cop, set)op is a catker-functor so that KC is a catcok-functor.
4.2. Let F : C→ D be a catcok-functor. It follows that setFop restricts to give F ∗ as in:
setC
op setF
op
←−−−−−−−−− setDop

KC ←−−−−−−−−−
F ∗
KD
Moreover if C and D are small so that F is in the 2-category catcok, F ∗ has a left adjoint,
we will call itKF , given byKF =LF !, where F!, left Kan extension, is the left adjoint of
setFop and L=LD is the reﬂector noted in Corollary 3.6. Here and elsewhere we suppress
mention of inclusions and often avoid subscripting instances of L. Of course LF ! would
deﬁne a functorKC→KD for any functor F in cat. What is relevant in the situation at
hand is that, for F in catcok, taking left adjoints in the diagram above gives
setC
op F!−−−−−−−−−→ setDop
L

←−−
 L
KC −−−−−−−−−→
KF
KD
which upon closer examination reveals:
4.3. Lemma. For F in catcok,
LF !. : LF ! → LF !.L
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Although we ﬁnd it convenient to suppress inclusions, it should be noted that it is
easiest to prove the Lemma by working in a general 2-category. If in a 2-category,
C
u←−−−−−− D
i

 j
A ←−−−−−−
v
B
commutes (to within isomorphism) and there are adjunctions ,  : l i, f u, m j with
 an isomorphism then there is a further adjunction mf i v and mf  : mf → mf il is an
isomorphism. We leave this as an exercise. 
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4.4. The free ﬁnite colimit completion monad on cat, here called F with unit Y, is the
KZ-doctrine withFC the full subcategory of setCop determined by the ﬁnite colimits of
representables. For F : C→ D in cat, left Kan extension restricts to giveFF : FC→
FD. The unit YC : C→FC is theYoneda functor.
4.5. Deﬁnition. ForC in catcokwedeﬁneMC to be the full subcategoryofKCdetermined
by the ﬁnite colimits of representables inKC. For t : F → G : C → D in catcok we
deﬁneMt :MF →MG to be Lt ! : LF ! → LG!. We also deﬁneMC : C→MC to be
theYoneda functor.
It follows, as in our comment after Corollary 3.6, that the objects of MC are of
the form L where , being a ﬁnite colimit of representables in setCop , is an object
of FC. Moreover, L can be seen in this context as a functor L : FC → MC and
the diagram
L
YC MC
MCFC
C
may be assumed to commute precisely.
For F : C → D in catcok, the intention of Deﬁnition 4.5 is thatMF be regarded as a
functor with domainMC. In the ﬁrst instance, the rule forMF provides merely
setCop setD
op
KD
F!KC
L
MC
4.6. Proposition. For F : C→ D in catcok,MF =LF ! deﬁnes a functorMF :MC→
MD. In fact Deﬁnition 4.5 provides a homomorphism M : catcok → cat and a strict
pseudonatural transformationM : I→M, whereI is the inclusion of catcok in cat.
Proof. SinceMD is full inKD it sufﬁces for the ﬁrst claim to show thatLF !maps objects
ofMC to objects ofMD. Given L inMC, with  inFC we have LF !LLF !=
L.FF() which, FF() being in FD, is indeed in MD, the isomorphism being an
instance of that in Lemma 4.3. It is clear that M(1C)1MC and for C→FD→GE in
catcok we haveMG.MF = LG!.LF !LG!F!L(GF)! =M(GF). For the last claim
we may as well assume that left Kan extension commutes strictly withYoneda functors so
that for C inCwe haveMF.MC(C)=MF(C(−, C))=LF !(C(−, C))=LD(−, FC)=
D(−, FC) = MD(FC) where the second to last equality can be seen as an instance of
the equality in the preceding commutative triangle. Thus M can be regarded as a strict
pseudonatural transformationM : I→M. 
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The situation regardingMF is summarized in the diagram
setC
op
setD
op
MD
KD
MF
KF
FF
L
F!
L
LL
FDFC
KC
MC


where the unlabelled faces commute and the isomorphisms in the front and back faces are
as provided by Lemma 4.3.
4.7. Proposition. With reference to the triangle preceding Proposition 4.6,MC has a left
adjoint if and only if YC has a left adjoint if and only if C has ﬁnite colimits, in which case
the left adjoints also commute with L.
Proof. To say that YC has a left adjoint is to say that for each  inFC there is an object∨
 in C and an arrow i : → C(−,∨) inFC, universal among arrows from  to
a representable. Consider
Φ LΦ
C(−,C)
C(−,Φ)
jΦiΦ
Φ
f g
C(−,h)
in which we deﬁne j, using universality of , to be the unique arrow inKC — and
hence in MC — which makes the top inner triangle commute. Similarly, assume that f
and g determine each other by the equation g. = f . Universality of i then provides
universality of j since  is an epimorphism. Conversely, if j is assumed to be universal
then universality of i follows similarly, again using that  is an epimorphism. The other
clauses of the statement are obvious. 
We have written
∨
YC and will also write
∨
MC. Since, for allC inC, we can deﬁne∨
(C(−, C))= C we have∨ .YC= 1C =∨ .MC.
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4.8. Proposition. The categoriesMC have ﬁnite colimits.
Proof. The initial object in MC is by deﬁnition the initial object of KC which is the
initial object of setCop . For objects L and L inMC, it is clear that L(+) provides
their sum in MC. Consider now a parallel pair s, t : L⇒L in MC. The datum is
coextensive with a parallel pair f, g : ⇒L in setCop and,  being a ﬁnite colimit of
representables in setCop , (f, g) may be regarded as a pair of ﬁnite, compatible families
fi, gi : C(−, Ci)⇒L. Since the C(−, Ci) are projective in setCop and  :  → L
is a (regular) epimorphism, for each index i of the colimit , there exist xi, yi making the
triangles of the diagram
LΓ
Γ
Ψ
LΨΨ
C(−,Ci)
Γ
gifi
yi
xi
Lqq
commute serially. Deﬁne q : →  to be the simultaneous coequalizer of the xi, yi and it
then follows that  is a ﬁnite colimit of representables — an object ofFC. It now follows
easily that Lq : L→ L is the coequalizer of s, t : L⇒L inMC (and is of course
independent of the choice of the xi, yi). 
Observe that in the proof of Proposition 4.8 we have fi = Lxi and gi = Lyi . It does not
follow that the xi and the yi in the proof give compatible families, so we did not assert the
existence of x, y : ⇒with s=Lx and t=Ly. But ifwe start with such x, y : ⇒ and
write xi and yi for the corresponding ﬁnite compatible families, then with notation as above
we will have s = Lx and t = Ly. Since the coequalizer of x and y is also the simultaneous
coequalizer of the xi, yi it follows that L :FC→MC preserves coequalizers. From this
observation and the description of sums inMC it follows that:
4.9. Corollary. The functor L :FC→MC preserves ﬁnite colimits and is thus a homo-
morphism ofF-algebras meaning that
FFC
FLC−−→ FMC

FC −−→
LC
MC
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commutes to within isomorphism. The commutativity may be regarded as strict by suitably
deﬁning assignment of colimits inMC, as prescribed byFMC→MC, a left adjoint to
Y (MC) :MC→FMC.
Write Z : FF → F for the multiplication of the KZ-doctrine (F, Y ) on cat. From
Propositions 4.7 and 4.8 it follows that we have, for eachC, a functorNC :MMC→MC
with NC M(MC). Also by Proposition 4.7 we have (strict) commutativity of
NC
MC

LMC
MMCFMC
Writing LLC for the composite LMC.FLC and pasting the triangle above to the square
of Corollary 4.9 we have the commutative diagram
FFC
LLC−−→ MMC
ZC

NC
FC −−→
LC
MC
4.10. Proposition. For F : C → D in catcok, MF : MC → MD preserves ﬁnite
colimits.
Proof. This follows directly from the description of ﬁnite colimits in theMC, given in
Proposition 4.8, and the deﬁnition ofMF , by using the isomorphismLF ! : LF ! → LF !L
of Lemma 4.3 that we have for F in catcok. 
4.11. Corollary. For F : C→ D in catcok,MF :MC→MD is in catcok.
We will show in Proposition 4.15 that in addition to NC M(MC) we have also
M(MC) NC. First, observe that while we have KF F ∗ : KD → KC, for every
F : C→ D in catcok, it is not the case that each such F ∗ has a right adjoint. Observe that
the argument of Proposition 3.10 shows that MC : C→MC is a catcok-functor. In fact,
if C is small then clearlyMC is small andMC is in catcok.
4.12. Lemma. For small C, the functor (MC)∗ :KMC→KC has a right adjoint.
Proof. Let  be an object ofKC, that is to say  : Cop → set is a catker-functor. Since
Cop is small (and (MC)op is small and hence locally small) the right Kan extension of 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along (MC)op exists. Denote it by  as below.
(MC)op(MC)
op
Φ
C
op
set

(The natural transformation exhibiting  as a right Kan extension is an isomorphism since
(MC)op is fully faithful.) Now  gives the value of a right adjoint to (MC)∗ at  provided
that  is a catker-functor. It will be convenient here to write IC : MC → KC for the
inclusion functor. For inMC we have
()
∫
C∈C
CMC(C(−,C),)

∫
C∈C
CC
KC(IC(),).
Thus  is the compositeKC(−,)(IC)op. Certainly, the representableKC(−,) is a
catker-functor. But also the inclusion IC preserves ﬁnite colimits and is thus a catcok-
functor. It follows that (IC)op is a catker-functor and thus  is a catker-functor. 
4.13. Remark. The argument in Lemma 4.12 also shows that, for small C, (KC)∗ 
K(KC) : KC → KKC. This should be compared with the very general Corollary
14 of [17].
4.14. Corollary. For small C, the functor (MC)∗ : KMC → KC restricts to give
(MC)∗ :MMC→MC.
Proof. Since (MC)∗ is given by precomposition with (MC)op, (MC)∗(MC(−, L))
L. By Lemma 4.12, (MC)∗ preserves all colimits. In particular, a ﬁnite colimit of such
representables MC(−, L), that is an object of MMC, is taken by (MC)∗ to a ﬁnite
colimit of objects L—which is inMC since each L is so. 
4.15. Proposition. For small C,M(MC) NC :MMC→MC.
Proof. For any F : C→ D in catcok such that F ∗ restricts to give F ∗ :MD→MC we
haveMF F ∗. Thus from Corollary 4.14 we haveM(MC) (MC)∗ : MMC → MC.
But further to Remark 4.13, the argument in Lemma 4.12 also shows that, for small C,
(MC)∗ :MMC→MC has a right adjoint — given byM(MC). Since NC M(MC) it
follows that (MC)∗NC and we haveM(MC) NC as required. 
4.16. Theorem. The pair (M,M) provides a KZ-doctrine on the 2-category catcok.
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Proof. We noted in Corollary 4.11 that theMF are catcok-functors. Thus Proposition 4.6
can be strengthened to say that the homomorphismM : catcok → cat provides a homo-
morphismM : catcok → catcok. Similarly, since we know that theMC are catcok-functors
we can further strengthen Proposition 4.6 to regard M as a (strict) pseudonatural transfor-
mation M : 1catcok →M : catcok → catcok. The adjoint stringM(MC) NC M(MC)
is in catcok since M(MC) is so and it is a fully faithful adjoint string since the counit
NC.M(MC) → 1MC is an isomorphism. From Marmolejo’s characterization in [11] it
follows that (M,M) provides a KZ-doctrine on catcok. 
5. The algebras forM
Write colex for the locally full sub-2-category of cat determined by the categories with
ﬁnite colimits and the functors that preserve ﬁnite colimits.
5.1. Theorem. For C in catcok and D in colex, precomposition with MC : C → MC
mediates an equivalence of categories
colex(MC,D)−.MC−−→ catcok(C,D)
Proof. It sufﬁces to exhibit a functor − : catcok(C,D) → colex(MC,D), which splits
−.MC : colex(MC,D) → catcok(C,D), and an isomorphism −.MC → 1colex(MC,D).
Essentially, this is accomplished by giving for each F : C→ D in catcok, withD in colex,
a functor F :MC→ D in colex such that
MC
MC
D
C
F F
_
commutes and showing that, to within isomorphism, F is completely determined by these
requirements. (Of course we must also deﬁne − on arrows t : F → F ′ but this will follow
immediately from the rest.) Observe ﬁrst that the composite
MC
MF−−→MD
∨
−−→D
where
∨
MD provides ﬁnite colimits forD as in Proposition 4.7, is certainly in colex by
Proposition 4.10. Moreover,∨
.MF.MC=
∨
.MD.F = F ,
where the ﬁrst equality is naturality of M and the second was justiﬁed in the statement
following Proposition 4.7. Thus we can take F =∨ .MF and the only question remaining
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is that of essential uniqueness. Consider the following diagram:
D
C
MC
YC
MC
FC
F F
L
F
_
∧
SinceFC is the free ﬁnite colimit completion of C it follows that for any F : C→ D in
cat we have F̂ :FC→ D in colex as shown, essentially unique, so that the outer triangle
commutes. In fact, it is well-known that we can take F̂ =∨ .FF . The right-most triangle
commutes to within isomorphism, for we have
F .L=
∨
.MF.L
∨
.L.FF =
∨
.FF = F̂
the isomorphism being that of the front face of the diagram preceding Proposition 4.7. In
fact, if G :MC→ D in colex satisﬁes G.MC= F then we will have GLF̂ .
Every object ofMC may be considered to be of the form L for some  in FC. If
= colimi C(−, Ci) for some ﬁnite diagram of representables then L is colimi C(−, Ci)
inMC and on objectswemust haveG(L)colimi FCi . Of course this iswhat is provided
byF=∨ .MF since it is well-known that F̂ ()colimi FCi . (In fact, the issue of deﬁning
G(L) = F̂ () is whether or not this is well-deﬁned. The point to be understood is that
if LL inMC then, for F a catcok-functor,
∨
.MF(L)
∨
.MF(L) and hence∨
.L.FF()
∨
.L.FF() and
∨
.FF()
∨
.FF() which is F̂ ()F̂ ().)
Finally, we must show that for any deﬁnition of G : MC → D, unique to within
isomorphism on objects, that G is uniquely determined on arrows. We may as well deﬁne
H =GL so that for a typical object L we have G(L)=H. Let s : L→ L be an
arrowofMC. Then ifL=colimi C(−, Ci) inMC, we canwrite s=(si) for some uniquely
determined compatible family si : C(−, Ci) → L and necessarily Gs = (Gsi). Thus it
sufﬁces to show that G is uniquely determined on arrows of the form s : C(−, C)→ L.
For these swith domain a representable,wehave s=Lx, for somex : C(−, C)→  inFC,
since we have s= .x for such an x. ThusGs=GLx=Hx and the only issue is whether
this is well deﬁned.We require, for x, y : C(−, C)→ , that ifLx=Ly thenHx=Hy. But
fromLx=Ly we have∨ .MF(Lx)=∨ .MF(Ly), hence∨ .L.FF(x)=∨ .L.FF(y),
hence F̂ (x)= F̂ (y), and ﬁnally Hx =Hy. 
5.2. Corollary. The homomorphismM can be seen as the left biadjoint of the (non-full)
inclusionU : colex→ catcok.
5.3 Theorem. The 2-category of algebras catMcok is biequivalent to colex.
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Proof. Because (M,M) is aKZ-doctrine, an objectC in catcok carries an essentially unique
M-algebra structure if and only ifMC has a left adjoint. By Proposition 4.7 this is the case
if and only if C has ﬁnite colimits. If a catcok-functor F : C → D betweenM-algebras
is an M-homomorphism then by deﬁnition we have an isomorphism
∨
.MF→F.∨
(which is the mate of the naturality condition for M). When this isomorphism is pasted to
the isomorphism L.FF→MF.L the result is an isomorphism∨ .FF→F.∨ (whose
mate is the naturality condition forY). Thus F is anF-homomorphism and hence preserves
ﬁnite colimits. Conversely, assume that F : C→ D preserves ﬁnite colimits. To show that∨
.MF→F.∨ observe that both composites in question preserve ﬁnite colimits. Thus
by Theorem 5.1 it sufﬁces to exhibit an isomorphism
∨
.MF.MC→F.∨ .MC.We have∨
.MF.MC=∨ .MD.F = F = F.∨ .MC. 
As suggested earlier, we deﬁne a coKZ-doctrineL on catker byL= (M(−)op)op. By
duality we have
5.4. Corollary. The 2-category of algebras catLker is biequivalent to lex.
In [4] we showed that there is a KZ-doctrine R on catker, whose algebras are the small
categories which admit regular factorizations, in the sense deﬁned by Kelly [7], and for
which regular epimorphisms are closed under composition. The homomorphisms for R-
algebras are functors that preserve regular factorizations. (Such functors were shown in
[4] to necessarily be catker-functors.) Write fac for the 2-category of such categories,
such functors, and all natural transformations between those. From the general theory of
distributive laws set out by Beck [2], distributive laws LR → RL are in ‘bijective’
correspondencewith liftings of the pseudo-monadR through the forgetful catker ← catLker.
But such a ‘lifting’ is of course essentially a ‘restriction’ to the (non-full) sub-2-category
lex of catker. (Thus a distributive law LR → RL is essentially a property rather than
structure for a (co)KZ-doctrineL, a fact that was proved syntactically in [12].)We showed
in [4] that ourR restricts to lex to give theKZ-doctrine R˜ ofCarboni [3]whose 2-category of
algebras lexR˜ is the 2-category reg of regular categories. It is again pure Beck theory, taken
from [2], which shows that distributive lawsLR→ RL are in ‘bijective’ correspondence
with pseudo-monad structures on the composite RL that are compatible with those of R
andL. And it is still pure Beck theory that catRLker is (cat
L
ker)
R˜
. It follows that
catRker  fac ←−− reg  catRLker 

catker ←−− lex  catLker
is a distributive square. Still recalling [2], anRL-algebra structure on an objectC consists
of anR-algebra structure r : RC→ C and anL-algebra structure l :LC→ C such that
r is a homomorphism ofL-algebras. For KZ R and coKZL, such r and l are essentially
unique and this prescription forRL-algebras gives the following characterization:
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5.5. Proposition. A category C is regular if and only if
(i) C has regular factorization r : RC→ C and;
(ii) C has ﬁnite limits and;
(iii) r : RC→ C preserves ﬁnite limits.
We see that the concept ‘regular’ has factorization
regular= regular factorization · ﬁnite limits,
where the noncommutative ‘·’ can be seen as a conjunction supplemented by the further
conjunct ‘regular factorization preserves ﬁnite limits’.
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